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Be drawn into Godâ€™s Word through a fresh, creative expression of the beautiful words of God.

Crafted on high-quality paper with a balance of inspiring full-color art and blank space, the NIV

Beautiful WordTM Bible will encourage a deeper and more authentic quiet time. With 500 verses

illustrated to help you see the rich diversity of stories, characters, prophecies, rewards, and hope

contained within Scripture, you will discover wisdom to sustain you in every season, drawing you

deeper into Godâ€™s life-changing and inspired Word. This exquisitely designed floral cloth over

board edition is likely to become a lifelong treasure. Features include:  Single-column text of the

New International Version (NIV) 500 full-color illustrated verses Wide margins and high-quality

paper for notes, journal entries or artwork Ribbon marker Index of illustrated Scripture passages

Hardcover: 1472 pages

Publisher: Zondervan (October 4, 2016)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 0310445132

ISBN-13: 978-0310445135

Product Dimensions:  6.7 x 1.6 x 8.5 inches

Shipping Weight: 2.4 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.5 out of 5 stars       4,073 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #4,596 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #6 inÂ Books > Arts & Photography >

Graphic Design > Techniques > Use of Color   #6 inÂ Books > Religion & Spirituality > Worship &

Devotion > Devotionals   #14 inÂ Books > Christian Books & Bibles > Christian Living > Devotionals

I've had many bibles over the years but none ever stuck around for long because either it was

paperback or I couldn't understand the translation. I really wanted a bible that would be my

permanent bible that I could keep for years and highlight, write, etc in. This bible is it! I love that is a

hardcover bible and it had an 1 inch margin that you can write notes in. The front cover of the bible

is a design of Proverbs 3:5-6 I personally like it but if you want the look of a more traditional bible

you won't like it.PROS: hardcover & sturdy, nice journaling space on the side to write quick notes,

adds more to the reading experience with featured drawings of verses, one column text meaning it's

not too much on one page and the font is big enough to read without hurting your eyes. It also

comes with a cute satin bookmark that is attached to it so you can keep your place!CONS: there is



only one con (hence only one start deducted) I have is the pages are still thin like every other bible.

So be careful because yes they will/may rip if you're turning too fast. Yes markers and highlighters

will bleed through. I used a special non-bleed through bible highlighter and it still showed through.

Stunning bible! I waited months for it to be fulfilled and I'd wait longer if I had to. I love the feel of the

textured cover, the colors are perfectly muted and Iam so excited to explore every book's beautiful

illustrations. Note the tabs were purchased separately off Etsy but match perfectly.

Perfect size ,lettering also perfect size for easy reading . I use this Bible for church ,for Bible study

and for personal reflection.

Just as expected. The Bible is very pretty. If you are looking for a study Bible, this is not the right

choice for you. But if you are looking for an easy to read, very pretty Bible....this is good for you!

I use my tablet for many things, including my Bible. The NIV is the version I am most comfortable

with, so I installed it on the tablet. It is straight forward and easy to use, and I like being able to

adjust the font size to accommodate my needs. The only drawback I have found so far is that it

takes more effort than it should to go to a reference from the text and back to the text again. At this

time, I set a bookmark on the current page, check the reference, and then go to my bookmarks to

reselect the current page. I then can leave or clear the bookmark. If there is a quicker method, I

would appreciate knowing what it is.

Absolutely love this Bible. It looks just like the pictures. Beautiful inside and out. Lots of cool

illustrations throughout. Easy to read and very colorful. I would definitely purchase this as a gift. It is

well worth the money and makes me happy each time I read it. I have a few other Bibles but this is

hands down my favorite.

It is great on my Samsung S5 smart phone, but I intended to use it on my Kindle. I read the Bible

once a year and I noticed a problem my first day with the Kindle version. My very first couple of

pages and I noticed that half a sentence was missing. It is particularly bad to have parts of the Bible

missing when you want to read it. I was hoping to have the same NIV version as I have been using

since the 1980s but this is a newer revision. There are minor changes in the wording/text but it

seems fine.



This Bible is so pretty. It has increased my desire to get in the Word more regularly. Also nice size.

One of the original reasons I purchased was because I had given away my two thinline Bibles I took

with me everywhere and was left with my awesome but huge study Bible and just didn't want to

carry it around with me in my purse everywhere. This is a perfect size and not too heavy. Also love

the room for notes and the artwork. You will adore this Bible!
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